2004 jeep cherokee interior

We can think of zillion of ways to spice up your vehicle's interior and make it one-of-a-kind. With
our extensive choice of Jeep Grand Cherokee interior accessories you can get things exactly
the way you want them. Make those hours you spent behind the wheel as comfortable as
possible. Everything from dashboard kits and floor mats, to steering wheel covers, seat covers,
sun shades and car organizers is available in our store. Travel often with your furry friends? We
offer pet barriers and seat protectors to to make your trip safe and your interior intact. Useful
articles fast to read and guides easy to understand written by mechanics and car enthusiasts to
turn your shopping experience with CARiD into a pleasure. Featured Products. Carnauba Wash
and Wax 1. Show More. Enjoy a True Race Feel. Gain the Edge in Protection. Americans love to
have choices. Buying a dress or shirt? Decide solid or stripe, short or long sleeve, cotton or
poly blend, button or spread collar, regular fit, slim A steering wheel is the most tangible
connection between you and your driving experience. But for a minimal cost, it can be. Seat
cover design and construction have progressed a great deal in recent decades. Not so long ago,
the phrase "automotive seat cover" brought to mind loose-fitting If you've ever balked at the
prices car dealers charge for an "optional" set of floor mats, we understand. It can be enough to
turn you off to the idea of floor mats Thanks to modern high-grade materials, steering wheel
covers can actually make If you've ever been in a new car showroom, you remember how clean
paint glistened under a glossy coat of wax that was slick to the touch when you ran your finger
over Whether you carry plumbing fixtures, cable accessories, wiring, or just nuts and bolts in
your commercial van, box truck, or minivan, organizing the hardware needed A dead pedal is a
flat plate located to the left of all other pedals in the footwell area of an automobile. Permanently
fixed in place, dead pedals are often about the The knob at the end of your gearshift lever
probably isn't something that most people notice when getting into your vehicle. We make
Custom steering wheels look and feel right because, once upon a time, craftsmen realized
wood, polished metal, and leather made the best and most satisfying steering Whether your car
or truck is an older classic or a more recent model packed with safety features, odds are you
made the final purchase decision because driving it was Adding the customized floor mats to
my Jaquar add a nice flare to the interior. Thanks for the prompt delivery as well! Next Unlike
many vehicles, most Jeeps comprise 4WD 4 wheel driving , which makes them stable in any
terrain, including snows and sand. However, just like any other mechanical invention, the Jeep
Grand Cherokee is vulnerable to degradation through wear and tear. While at it, you can ask for
a check at your disc brakes and cruise control. Below are some common issues in Jeep Grand
Cherokee as stated by consumer reports:. The Cherokee overland is a reliable vehicle with a
robust wheel driving mechanism. It houses five passengers and can accommodate 4. If a wire
disconnects, as is with many electrical appliances, this can mean the start of many trips with
your Grand Cherokee to the garage. A prevalent issue among Jeep Grand Cherokee users is the
improper functioning of the door harness. Several other electrical problems in this car include:.
Since , the Grand Cherokee wj continues to meet expectations while surpassing those of its
predecessor, the ZJ. However, some door harness defects make the Jeep Grand Cherokee an
inconvenience. When wires in the sliding door snap, this is more likely to occur. The Grand
Cherokee boasts a sturdy design and trim. Electrical wiring in the car is efficient as seen with
the interior lights, but it can also be the root of problems in many Jeep Grands. If the wiring
becomes severed, it may cause the interior lights to shut off, sparking, shorting and even lead
to a fire. A visit to a dependable garage near you will have your car back in shape in no time.
The Grand Cherokee features several desirable traits and electrical issues do less to undermine
this. However, they are an annoying drawback. A dependable mechanic, however, can assist
with the repair of several wiring problems in your Jeep Grand. They can also tend to the
accidental alarm that sometimes sounds while driving. The o2 sensors might need a tune-up,
especially if you suspect that the vehicle has emissions. Even with their unmatched capability
in off-road settings, corrosion at the oil pad might lead to underperformance. This is mainly due
to the unnoticed oil leaks. It takes an observant eye to notice leaking oil, let alone the source
even in the jeep grand. You can halt the fuel leak by having professionals patch up the fuel
injectors or by buying a new spare head gastker to replace the corroded one. Try to check for
radiator leaking as well. The primary cause of radiator leaks is the corrosion. Hoses, radiators
and hose connections all collect sediments, which accumulate over time resulting in cracks in
the radiator. With a proper washing machine, removing the rusts can be more comfortable.
Jeeps have competently working engines as compared to many vehicles in the same price
range, such as the Land rover and Honda pilot. It takes several years of use to get the engine
control module of a Jeep Grand Cherokee defective. However, lack of maintenance and regular
repair causes damage at a much faster rate. A defective Jeep engine sputters first after ignition,
with adverse cases causing the car to stall. Starting maybe a challenge with a faulty Jeep
engine. Visit the nearest garage to check and hopefully resolve the issue. If the air filter

happens to be flawed as well, you can have the repairer replace it with a new one. The Grand
Cherokee popularity is due to its excellent climate control, power steering and capability in
off-road environments. The robust rear axle makes handling the car easier, even in demanding
roads. However, several consumer reports reveal that many grand Cherokee produces a
moaning sound while attempting a turn. It may be due to inferior wheel bearings, or even an
issue with the brakes. This should not be an overwhelming task since there are many repair
shops you can visit to have them repaired. It is typical to observe abnormalities in your Jeep
Grand Cherokee other than the ones listed above. From damaged disc brakes to issues with
rims and wheels, your defective Jeep will have you visit the repair shop more. Here are other
problems that are widespread among Jeep Grands:. In highways, this can be dangerous. If
possible, try to find credible Jeep truck dealers near you for genuine spare parts and service.
Long-serving garages have individuals with an immense understanding of the vehicle and its
drawbacks. Besides maintaining the integrity of your car, it keeps it in excellent working shape.
The Jeep Grand Cherokee is undoubtedly among the best off-road vehicles. However, many
Cherokee owners have reports of the car performing poorly. If yours is a second-hand vehicle,
consider taking it for servicing at your nearest garage once in a while. Still, new cars should
also visit the garage for maintenance. While there, ensure the mechanic checks the engine
thoroughly for faults and repairs. The Jeep Grand Cherokee overland is a reliable car, which
takes on almost any type of terrain so long as it is in excellent shape and somewhat still getting
a great gas mileage. Keep your Jeep in good working condition by having regular trips to the
repair shop for constant maintenance. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Auto News Below are some common issues in Jeep Grand Cherokee as
stated by consumer reports: Contents 1 1. Oil and rear seal leaking 3 3. The engine sputters in
drive, then dies shortly after ignition 4 4. Moaning while making a turn 4. Leave a Reply Cancel
Reply Your email address will not be published. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the Grand Cherokee. Overview Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain
Drivetrain full time 4WD yes automatic locking hubs yes manual hi-lo gear selection yes Rear
limited slip differential yes Transmission 4-speed automatic Center locking differential yes Drive
type Four wheel drive. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 4.
Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes Power mirrors yes Heated
mirrors yes power door locks yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes
clock yes tachometer yes. Front leg room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room
Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Gross weight
lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient. Angle of approach Angle of departure
Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 8. Height Wheel base Width Rear track
Sponsored cars related to the Grand Cherokee. Suspension Suspension solid live axle front
suspension yes solid live axle rear suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 7
yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Grand Cherokee Inventory. Sign Up. Dark Slate Gray
Sandstone Taupe. See Grand Cherokee Inventory. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

WJ seat style codes Seat codes are usually listed using four digits, a combination of the seat
style code and the seat color code. These codes only designate the style and color, not whether
they are heated, 6-way, way etc. For each of the styles and color combinations, different part
numbers are assigned for every type of seat power, heated etc. The two digit color code is
always included in the part number but not the style code. Quality levels - Different seat material
quality levels are also used in the WJ's. In three diffeent levels were used for leather seats.
Typically, models like the Laredo would feature the lower quality materials while models like the
Limited and Overland would use the upper levels. In codes having a number for the second
digit, like "K5" Camel , the "5" designates the shade of the color. In this example, "5" technically
designates "Medium Camel". This is why you see different "color" trim parts described as
"Camel", some may be the lightest Camel K1 or the darkest Camel K9. Some part numbers for
trim components will contain the 2-digit trim shade, i. Agate "AZ". Medium Camel "K5". Taupe
"L5". Medium Sandstone "T5". Dark Slate Gray "DV". The monthly payment is based on the
price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease, you can also use the
payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike other websites and magazines, our
ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of
criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When
comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that the rating earned by
each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most exceptional vehicles
achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not
quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles of the same class.
Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect for the price. Below
are all exterior and interior colors for the Jeep Grand Cherokee. Colors generally differ by style.
We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Jeep
Grand Cherokee. This is how it works:. We have information you must know before you buy the
Grand Cherokee. We want to send it to you,
mercedes benz operators manual
2001 ford taurus ses owners manual
rx7 forum for sale
along with other pricing insights. I agree to receive emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I
can unsubscribe at any time. We will not spam you, and will never sell your email. Privacy
Policy. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives
that help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a
lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset.
You can interpret our ratings in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not
deserve to be on the road. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your negotiation. The
dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options. New Car Quick Quote
Jeep. Please select a model grand-cherokee. Get Your Price. Insider Information We have
information you must know before you buy the Grand Cherokee. Your Email Submit. Thank you.
You are now subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates.

